NOTES:
- If this drawing is not 17x22" it is not to scale
- Deck is black plywood upstage of PL and finished hardwood downstage of PL.
- Deck upstage of PL is drillable
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- If this drawing is not 17x22" it is not to scale
- Deck is black plywood upstage of PL and finished hardwood downstage of PL
- Deck upstage of PL is drillable
- Circuits, unless otherwise noted, are Twistlock (NEMA 5-20R) receptacles
- Circuits ending in "e" are Edison (NEMA 5L-20R) receptacles
- A "S" prefix denotes a SpeakOn (NL-4) receptacle
- A "M" prefix denotes an XLRF receptacle
- Cycles, unless otherwise noted, are Twistlock receptacles
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